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Summary 
In mouse, retinal axon divergence takes place within 
a cellular specialization localized at the midline of the 
optic chiasm. To test whether the cells in this locus 
present cues for differential retinal axon growth, reti- 
nal explants were cocultured with cells dissociated 
from the chiasmatic midline, both taken from day 14- 
15 embryos, during the principal period of retinal axon 
divergence. Compared with crossed axons from other 
retinal regions, axons from ventrotemporal retina, the 
sole source of uncrossed axons, were shorter, more 
fasciculated, and fewer in number when growing on 
chiasm cells. Furthermore, uncrossed axons avoided 
clusters of chiasm neurons and glia having the compo- 
sition and arrangement of the midline specialization, 
but crossed axons readily grew over them. In contrast 
to the clusters of chiasm cells, however, individual 
neurons and glia did not elicit differential retinal axon 
growth. These data demonstrate that cues for diver- 
gence derive from cells resident to the chiasm and 
suggest that cellular interactions among resident mid- 
line cells are required to produce these cues. 
Introduction 
In current models of axon guidance, axonal growth cones 
are thought to perceive cues from cells and molecules in 
their path that signal changes in direction and thus pat- 
terning. Cells in the pathway localized at discrete sites 
have been variously termed guidepost cells(Ho and Good- 
man, 1982; Keshishian and Bentley, 1983) and intermedi- 
ate targets (Bovolenta and Dodd, 1990). Decision regions 
are loci where axons from multiple sources convene, re- 
sort, and diverge toward different destinations (Tosney 
and Landmesser, 1985). Growth cone behaviors and asso- 
ciated cytoskeletal changes have been documented in 
such sites, especially those that occur during changes 
in the direction of extension (Oakley and Tosney, 1993; 
O’Connor and Bentley, 1993; Sretavan and Reichardt, 
1993; Godement et al., 1994). The cellular and molecular 
cues along paths that may contribute to these behaviors 
are just beginning to be understood (Chang et al., 1993: 
Kolodkin et al., 1993). 
Recently, much attention has been paid to the midline 
of the neuraxis as a key point in axon navigation, with 
resident neuroepithelial orglial cells implicated in the guid- 
ance of axons. An example in the vertebrate CNS is the 
floor plate (Bovolenta and Dodd, 1990; Yaginuma et al., 
1991; Bernhardt et al., 1992), with cells producing mole- 
cules that both direct (Kennedy et al., 1994) and promote 
(Felsenfeld et al., 1994) axon growth across the midline. 
In the insect CNS, glial cells mediate axon decussation, 
and mutations that involve defects in glial development 
affect the proportion of axons crossing the midline (Seeger 
et al., 1993). In thevertebrate brain, congregations of glial 
cells (Silver et al., 1993) and a growing number of mole- 
cules and epitopes have been identified at midline sites 
(e.g., Snow et al., 1990; McCabe et al., 1992; McKanna, 
1992; Sretavan et al., 1994; Hamre et al., 1995). 
The bilateral projection of retinal axons through the optic 
chiasm to their targets offers a useful model by which to 
study growth cone guidance at the midline of the neuraxis 
(Polyak, 1957; Guillery, 1991), as well as to dissect the 
contributions of cells within a decision region in signaling 
growth. The populations of retinal ganglion cells whose 
axons selectively cross or remain ipsilateral arise from 
specific parts of the retina, facilitating identification of the 
different subpopulations in vivo and in culture. During the 
principle period of growth through the chiasm at embryonic 
day 15 (E15)-E17, uncrossed axons diverge from crossed 
axons in the optic chiasm, a classic example of a decision 
region. Within azone 150-200 urn proximal to the midline, 
uncrossed axons develop highly complex bifurcated 
growth cones characteristic of growth cones at the border 
of a nonpreferred substrate (Burmeister and Goldberg, 
1988) and then turn back toward the ipsilateral optic tract 
(Godement et al., 1990; Sretavan, 1990). Video time-lapse 
chronicles of retinal axon growth in the optic chiasm have 
demonstrated that axons pause in the midline zone before 
diverging (Godement et al., 1994; but see Sretavan and 
Reichardt, 1993). In summary, the morphogenetic re- 
sponses of uncrossed axonal growth cones near the mid- 
line and the tempo of growth indicate that decisions re 
garding growth cone navigation are made in this locus. 
Cellular specializations have been recently uncovered 
in the chiasmatic midline and represent putative cues for 
divergence in this decision region (McKanna, 1992; Sreta- 
van et al., 1994; Marcus et al., 1995). A palisade of radial 
glial cells straddles a sector 100-200 lrrn to either side of 
the midline. All axons enter the palisade and contact glial 
fibers before turning or crossing the midline (Marcus et 
al., 1995). In addition, bisecting the palisade at the midline 
is a raphe of cells expressing stage-specific embryonic 
antigen-l (SSEA-l), a free carbohydrate epitope found on 
embryonic stem cells (Knowles et al., 1982). Other cells 
that express epitopes common to neurons and early pre- 
cursors reside within the ventricular and subventricular 
zones of the midline (Sretavan et al., 1994; Marcus et al., 
1995; Marcus and Mason, 1995). 
In this study, we have analyzed in vitro the role of the 
cells centered around the midline of the optic chiasm in 
retinal axon growth. We reasoned that, if these cells nor- 
mally supported or inhibited growth across the midline of 
crossed and uncrossed axons, respectively, they would 
support neurite extension differentially in a culture setting. 
Explants of retina were cocultured with cells dissociated 
from the chiasmatic midline, both taken from embryonic 
mice at E14-E15. By at least four parameters-axon 
lengths, numbers, degree of fasciculation, and ability to 
grow onto clusters of representative chiasmatic midline 
cells-uncrossed axons from ventrotemporal (VT) retina 
grew less well on chiasm cells than crossed axons from 
other parts of the retina. These results are consistent with 
our previous studies that implicate cues for divergence 
at the chiasmatic midline (Godement et al., 1990, 1994; 
Marcus et al., 1995) as well as with a study demonstrating 
that membranes from the chiasmatic midline differentially 
support growth of retinal fibers from crossed and un- 
crossed ganglion cells (Wizenmann et al., 1993). In addi- 
tion, data are presented that implicate cell-cell interac- 
tions among the specialized chiasm cells in playing a role 
in presentation of the cues for divergence. 
Results 
In the mouse visual system commencing at about E14, 
retinal ganglion cells arising from VT retina project to ipsi- 
lateral targets, while retinal ganglion cells from dorsotem- 
poral (DT) and nasal retina project to contralateral targets 
(Drlger, 1985; Godement et al., 1987a, 1987b, 1990; Col- 
ello and Guillery, 1990; Sretavan, 1990). The two popula- 
tions diverge near the midline of the optic chiasm (Gode- 
ment et al., 1990, 1994; Sretavan, 1990; Sretavan and 
Reichardt, 1993) where novel cell formations have been 
recently identified (Sretavan et al., 1994; Marcus et al., 
1995). To test whether the cells of the chiasmatic midline 
have differential effects on the growth of these two popula- 
tions of retinal axons, strips of peripheral retina incorporat- 
ing VT and DT regions were cocultured with cells dissoci- 
ated from the optic chiasm, from the region extending 
below the floor of the third ventricle, 200 urn to either side 
of the midline and 800 urn caudal to the juncture of the 
optic nerves and brain. Both retinal explants and chiasm 
cells were removed from embryos at E14-E15, plated on 
a laminin substrate, and examined 24-30 hr later. 
Cellular Components of the Chiasmatic 
Midline Cultures 
After 24 hr in culture, cells dissociated from the chiasmatic 
midline and plated at a density of 15,000 cells/mm2 were 
positioned on the substrate singly, in small groupings of 
2-3 cells and in larger clusters of 30-50 cells (Figure 1A). 
To identify chiasm cells, we immunostained the cultures 
with a number of glial and neuronal antigen markers, most 
of which were used in our previous study of the resident 
cells of the chiasmatic midline in the intact brain (Marcus 
et al., 1995). 
Monoclonal antibody (MAb) RC2, which stains radial 
glia in the mouse CNS (Misson et al., 1988) and a palisade 
of radial glia centered around the midline of the optic chi- 
asm (Marcus et al., 1995), labeled glial cells in vitro. The 
majority of cells immunoreactive for RC2 had radial forms, 
with small, round RC2-negative cells positioned on them 
(Figures 1 B and 1 D), mimicking the arrangement of cells 
found when other brain regions with prominent radial glia, 
such as the cerebellum or retina, have been dissociated 
and cultured (Sheffield and Moscona, 1970; Flatten et al., 
1984). Individual RC2-positive cells located at a distance 
from cell clusters had short, broad processes and were 
more weakly stained (see Hatten, 1985; Culican et al., 
1990). 
Antibodies directed against neuronal antigens, e.g., 
neuron-specific enolase, neurofilament proteins (NF-H or 
a-internexin), and microtubuleassociated protein 2 (MAPP; 
Figure 1 C), labeled cells with small perikarya and thin pro- 
cesses. Many of these settled on or around RCP-positive 
cells, and others rested directly on the substrate in small 
clusters lacking RCP-positive cells (Figure 1C). The cells 
expressing neuronal antigens are thought to represent the 
RC2-negative cells prominent in the subventricular zone 
and positioned among fibers of the glial palisade, as well 
as caudal to the retinal component of the optic chiasm 
(Marcus et al., 1995). 
In vivo, an antibody recognizing an epitope found on 
embryonic stem cells, SSEA-1, has revealed cells with 
both radial and process-bearing morphologies at the direct 
chiasmatic midline, where RCPpositive radial glia are less 
concentrated. Within the chiasm at E15-E17, these cells 
form a narrow raphe at the midline and a thick band posi- 
tioned caudal to the optic chiasm itself (Marcus et al., 
1995), whereas earlier these cells form an arrow-headed 
palette of cells that also express other neuronal markers 
as well as CD44 (Sretavan et al., 1994, 1995; Marcus and 
Mason, 1995). The dissection of the chiasm used in the 
present study included the SSEA-l-positive cells at the 
midline and the cells in the rear band. In the dissociated 
chiasm cell cultures, SSEA-l-positive cells were posi- 
tioned individually and in-about 70% of the clusters (Figure 
1 E). The majority of SSEA-1 -positive cells positioned sin- 
gly or in small groups were also MAP2 positive and had 
small somata and thin processes. Expression of SSEA-1 
in the larger clusters was usually associated with cell bod- 
ies in the center of the cluster and radial processes with 
a ruffled surface (Figure 1F). Some of these processes 
were also MAP2 positive (data not shown). Because the 
MAbs specific for SSEA-1 and for RC2 are both mouse 
IgMs, it was not possible to determine overlap of expres- 
sion of these two epitopes, and therefore whether both 
glia and neurons express SSEA-1 in vitro. 
In vivo, MAb F4/80 reveals ramified and activated mi- 
croglia in a dispersed pattern in the chiasm and the dien- 
cephalon, with F4/80-positive cells concentrated at the 
midline rostra1 to the chiasm. In the dissociated chiasm 
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Figure 1. Cultures of Dissociated Chiasm Cells Contain the Multiple Cell Types Found at the Midline In Vivo 
Cells dissociated from the midline of the optic chiasm have the following features, 
(A) Chiasm cells are positioned singly, in small groupings of 2-3 cells. and in larger clusters (arrow), as seen with ph 
(B and D) Radral glia, stained with MAb RC2, form the spokes (arrowhead in (B]) of cell clusters. 
(C) Same field as in (A) and (B) stained with an antibody against MAP2, indicating that many neurons associate with 
clusters, as they do in viva. 
(E and F) Radial processes in the clusters also stain with the MAb against SSEA-1. 
(G) A cell identified with the macrophagelmicroglial cell-specific MAb F4/80; these cells are infrequent in cultures of r 
Bars, 100 nm (A-C), 100 nm (E), 30 nm (D. F. and G). 
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cell cultures, only lo/o-2% of the cells were F4/80 positive, 
and they were usually found positioned alone on the sub- 
strate (Figure 1 G). 
Neurons and glia clustered into aggregates of up to 50 
cells, in which RCBpositive cells radiated from the center 
of a group of unstained cells as thin “spokes,” highly remi- 
niscent of the radial glial palisade of the chiasmatic mid- 
line. The radial glial endfeet were gathered together in the 
center of the clusters, in contrast to radial glial processes 
in the intact brain, which are aligned in parallel as they 
arc from the ventricular to the pial surface on either side 
of the midline (Marcus et al., 1995). Loosely organized 
clusters of about 5-20 cells contained RCP-positive cells 
and a few unstained cells (e.g., see Figures 8D and 7F). 
The two types of clusters had different glia:neuron ratios, 
with the larger clusters having a glia:neuron ratio of 2:3 
and the smaller ones a ratio of 1 :l or 2:l. In the smaller 
clusters, as for isolated glial cells, the glia tended to be 
less elongated, bore shorter, thicker processses, and ex- 
pressed lower levels of glial-specific antigens (see Hatten, 
1985). 
Thus, all of the cell types previously identified in the 
chiasm in vivo were present in cultures of dissociated chi- 
asm cells. Moreover, the clusters of cells mirror the cell- 
cell relationships that occur in the chiasmatic midline in 
vivo, in particular, neurons interspersed among SSEA-l- 
and RCPpositive radial processes. 
Cells of the Chiasmatic Midline Elicit Differential 
Growth Responses from Crossed and 
Uncrossed Fibers 
To determine whether cells from the chiasmatic midline 
differentially support the growth of crossed and uncrossed 
axons, strips of retina containing the VT region, exclusive 
source of uncrossed fibers, and DT retina, which gives 
rise to crossed fibers, were cocultured with cells dissoci- 
ated from the chiasmatic midline, and the extent of neurite 
growth arising from each pole of the strip was compared. 
In control explants on laminin, neurite growth was effusive 
from both ends of the retinal strip, reaching lengths of 
1200 urn, and was relatively unfasciculated (Figure 2A). 
Compared with growth on laminin, however, retinal axon 
lengths on dissociated chiasm cells were reduced by about 
100/b, as were neurite numbers (see Figures 28 and 4). In 
addition, there was a dramatic difference in the outgrowth 
from VT retina, the origin of uncrossed axons, compared 
with DT retina, in three respects: axon length, the number 
of axons, and the degree of fasciculation (see Figures 2, 
3A, and 9). By inspection, 72 out of 90 explants (80%) 
showed that VT neurites grew less well than those from 
DT retina with reference to at least one or more of these 
parameters. In 15 of these (17%) growth was equal. The 
remaining 3 (3%) displayed reduced growth in DT retina. 
Differences in growth of crossed and uncrossed axons 
on chiasm cells were quantified using two methods. First, 
Figure 2. Dissociated Chiasm Cells Elicit Dif- 
ferential Growth from Crossed and Uncrossed 
Axons 
A strip of retina, including DT and VT regions, 
was plated on laminin (A) or mixed chiasm cells 
(B). As explants were taken from the periphery 
of the retina, neurites grow only from the cut 
edge of the explant, shown in both views. In 
contrast to the abundant outgrowth on laminin 
(A), fewer and shorter neurites extend from 
both poles of the retinal explant when grown on 
chiasm cells (B). In addition, uncrossed neurite 
outgrowth from VT retina is further reduced by 
chiasm cells, in this case in numbers and 
lengths, suggesting that cells in the chiasmatic 
midline specifically retard growth of uncrossed 
fibers. Retinal ganglion cell axons were labeled 
with dye PKH-26 after fixation (A) or with Dil in 
the living explant (B). Bar, 200 pm. 
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Figure 3. Variation in Retinal Neurite Growth Patterns on Cells of the 
Chiasmatic Midline 
(A and B) Representabve camera lucida drawings of retinal explants 
grown on chiasm cells, as In Figure 28. Neurites from VT retina are 
fewer and shorter tflan those from DT retina (A). Neurites from VT 
retma are more fasciculated than those from DT retina (6). Bar, 200 
pm. 
(C) Average neunte numbers and lengths of neurltes determmed In 
explants in which lrttle or no fasciculation was seen (e.g., explant in 
[A]). Data from VT retinal neurites were plotted as a percentage of 
growth from DT retina, which was considered 100%. The differences 
rn neurite length and number from DT and VT retina on chiasm cells 
were highly significant (p < ,001, paired Student’s t test). Error bars 
show SD. 
in explants that had few fasciculated neurites, a value for 
total neurite length was obtained by summing the lengths 
of the individual neurites from the different retinal poles. 
In 9 explants measured in this way, neurites from VT retina 
were 40% shorter than those from DT retina (p < ,001; 
Figure 3C). Because of the tendency for retinal axons, 
especially from VT retina, to fasciculate (see below), thus 
limiting the ability to discern individual neurites, we further 
quantified differential neurite length by measuring the 
distance from the explant edge to the point where at 
least 10 neurites extended. By this measure, VT neurites 
were 30% shorter than DT neurites (p < .Ol ; n = 45; Fig- 
ure 48). 
A second feature that reflected differential growth from 
VT and DT retina on chiasm cells was increased fascicula- 
tion of uncrossed axons. We considered neurites to be 
fasciculated if at least 3 or more bundles of axons, each 
>4 urn in width, extended from the retinal explant. Using 
these criteria, in about half of the explants examined, VT 
neurites were more fasciculated than DT neurites (see 
Figure 38). In the majority of those explants in which VT 
fibers were noticeably fasciculated, neurites exited one 
bundle to join another, producing a web-like pattern. In 
the other explants, fibers fasciculated shortly after exiting 
the explant and formed thick, straight bundles, with little 
crossover from one bundle to another. As in previous stud- 
ies on fasciculation (Rutishauser and Edelman, 1980; 
Lemmon et al., 1992) we found this feature difficult to 
quantitate. 
A third difference in retinal neurite growth on chiasm 
cells was that fewer axons extended from VT than from 
DT retina. In explants in which fasciculation did not occur, 
allowing for individual axons to be followed, the number 
of axons extending from VT retina was reduced by approxi- 
mately half on chiasm cells compared with the number 
from DT retina, from an average of 65 to 32 neurites per 
explant (n = 9; see Figures 28,3A, and 3C). By inspection, 
out of 90 retinal explants, 58 (64%) showed fewer neurites 
on VT retina than DT retina, whereas only 32 (36%) 
showed equal or more neurites. Of course, we cannot ex- 
clude the possibility that even a slight degree of fascicula- 
tion made the explants “look” like they had fewer axons, 
in which case this effect would be a result of the increased 
fasiculation described above. 
In the majority of explants, more than one of the above 
growth-retarding effects of chiasm cells was observed in 
VT retinal neurites. Fifteen explants with well-labeled neu- 
rites were compared in this regard. Five of the 15 explants 
showed fewer, shorter, and more fasciculated neurites. 
One explant had fewer and shorter neurites, and another 
had fewer neurites of equal length. Four explants ex- 
tended shorter, more fasciculated neurites, and 2 ex- 
tended more fasciculated neurites that reached the same 
length as neurites from DT retina. Finally, 2 explants 
showed equal patterns of growth. Thus, even though not 
every explant displayed all three parameters of growth 
reduction in VT retina, the majority of explants displayed 
a differential response to chiasm cells by at least two mea- 
sures 
The Effect of Individual Cells versus Clusters 
of Chiasm Neurons and Glia on 
Retinal Axon Growth 
The above results demonstrate that the growth of VT or 
uncrossed axons was diminished on chiasm cells com- 
pared with DT axons. Since we had identified populations 
of neurons and glia in the cultures that were normally ex- 
tant in the chiasm midline, we then investigated which of 
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Figure 4. Comparison of Retinal Neurite Lengths When Extending on 
Laminin and Dissociated Chiasm Cells 
The lengths of neurites were assessed by measuring the distance from 
the explant edge to the point at which at least 10 neurites extend, at 
the end thirds of an explant containing paired retinal regions (e.g., DT 
and VT or DN and VN). 
(A) On laminin, dorsal retinal neurites extend further than neurites 
from ventral retina by about 10% (e.g., DTM and DNNN; p < .05, 
paired Student’s t test). However, neurites of relatively equal length 
extend from the nasal and temporal poles of dorsal and ventral retina 
(e.g., DNlDT and VN/VT; p > .05; n = number of explants). DT, dorso- 
temporal; DN, dorsonasal; VT, ventrotemporal; VN, ventronasal. 
(6) The effect of chiasm cells on growth reduction is most dramatic on 
VT axons, the only region among the four that gives rise to uncrossed 
axons. VT retinal neurites extend significantly shorter distances than 
DT neurites (e.g., DTNT; p < ,001). While VN retinal neurites appear 
shorter than DN neurites, reflecting the dorsal-ventral difference seen 
on laminin in (A), this difference is not significant (e.g., DNNN; p > 
.05). Within dorsal retina, axons from both nasal and temporal aspects 
grow more or less equally (e.g., DNIDT; p > .05). However, when the 
two ventral poles of retina were compared, VT neurites were signifi- 
cantly shorter than VN neurites (e.g., VN/VT; p < .05). Thus, on chiasm 
cells, dorsal retinal neurites, both DN and DT, extend further than 
VN and VT retinal neurites, and VN neurites extend further than VT 
neurites. 
the cell types was responsible for the reduction of growth 
of VT axons. First, retinal explants were cocultured with 
glia from the chiasm midline, purified by preplating, and 
cultured for 2 days before adding explants. The glia in 
these cultures were flat and weakly RC2 positive, and they 
lacked the elongated radial shape of RC2-positive cells in 
the mixed cell cultures. In 18 explants, growth from both 
VT and DT retina was extensive, with overall lengths 
reaching up to 860 pm, longer than the average lengths 
on mixed chiasm cells but not as long as on laminin (data 
not shown). However, there was no noticeable difference 
in the lengths of DT and VT axons, as there was on mixed 
chiasm cells. 
Second, with high resolution differential interference 
contrast (DIC) microscopy and time-lapse video recording 
(see Baird et al., 1992), we analyzed the behavior of indi- 
vidual retinal axon growth cones when they encountered 
individual chiasm cells in cultures of mixed dissociated 
chiasm cells. The cells were identified by postvideo immu- 
nostaining. The criteria for signaling divergence were sup 
port of crossed or DT retinal growth cone extension, either 
crossing over or growing along the encountered cell, and 
inhibition of uncrossed or VT retinal growth cones, either 
contact followed by collapse and subsequent turning away 
or collapse followed by a pause period. When retinal 
growth cones contacted neurites or somata- of MAPP- 
positive cells, both populations of growth cones collapsed 
and either turned away (2 out of 17 for VT; 4 out of 15 for 
DT) after a several minute collapse period, or collapsed 
and paused, often with a filopodial contact maintained for 
the 3 hr recording period (13 out of 17 for VT; 8 out of 15 
for DT) (Figure 5A). Growth over the neurons occurred 
only in 2 out of 17 VT growth cones and 3 out of 15 DT 
growth cones. 
When retinal growth cones contacted isolated RC2- 
positive glia, 3 out of 8 VT growth cones and 4 out of 10 
DT growth cones grew readily onto the glial cells (Figure 
5B), and the remainder or roughly half of each population 
collapsed or paused. Thus, neither individual neurons nor 
individual glia were able to elicit differential inhibition of 
VT axons and support growth of DT axons, a requirement 
if the particular cells signal the divergent behaviors seen 
at the midline. 
To address whether interactions among the different 
cells of the midline were important for divergence cues, 
we then examined the response of VT and DT retinal fibers 
specifically with respect to the clusters of chiasm cells. 
The clusters contained several of the identified resident 
cells of the chiasmatic midline region: neurons were posi- 
tioned among radial glia, and the glia within the clusters, 
unlike the individually situated glia, had radial forms, all 
features mimicking the cellular organization of the midline 
of the intact chiasm. The clusters therefore served as con- 
venient and relevant focal points for assessing neurite 
growth patterns. Dissociated chiasmatic midline cells 
plated at a density of 15,000 cells/mm2 and cultured for 
24 hr were organized into 15-20 clusters per well, about 
half of them the larger clusters (Figures 6 and 7). Fibers 
from DT retina crossed over 49 out of 58 clusters encoun- 
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Figure 5. Individual Neurons and Glia Do Not Elicit Differential Growth of Crossed and Uncrossed Fibers 
Encounters between individual retinal growth cones and neurons (A) or glia (B) were recorded with high resolution DIC microscopy; the cells were 
identified by postvideo immunostaining. Retinal axon growth cones from both DT and VT retina were inhibited by neurons of the chiasmatic midline: 
(A) a DT growth cone contacts an individual neuronal neurite with its filopodia, collapses, recovers, and turns away; (A’) the cell contacted by the 
growth cone is MAPP-positive and therefore neuronal. In contrast, individual glia can support growth of both VT and DT growth cones: (6) a VT 
growth cone encounters an individual glial cell and immediately extends on it; (B’) this cell is confirmed as glial, as it is FtC2 positive. Numbers 
indicate time in minutes. For DIC images, bar in (B, 23 min) is 10 pm; for immunostaining in (A’) and (B’), bar in (B’) is 20 pm. 
tered in their growth trajectory (Figures 6A and 66; Table 
1). In contrast, in about half of the encounters of VT neu- 
rites with clusters (39 out of 62), VT retinal neurites avoided 
clusters of chiasm cells. 
Several variations on avoidance of clusters were ob- 
served (Figures 6 and 7). First, cohortsof VT neuritesgrew 
around the cluster (Figures 6C, 6D, 6E [upper fascicle], 
and 6F). In many cases, VT retinal axons were seen to 
have spread their growth cones and to have turned at right 
angles to the border of the cluster, leaving behind a stub 
of a branch at the site of turning (Figure 7E). These struc- 
tures are reminiscent of the spur-like structures on fibers 
that have turned away from the midline, as observed both 
in fixed intact brain and in slabsof embryonic brain imaged 
with video time-iapse microscopy (see Figures 5d-5h in 
Godement et al., 1990; Figures 8-10, Godement et al., 
1994). Finally, the VT axons stopped short of the cluster 
(see Figures 6C [right] and 6E [lower right]). Of the re- 
maining cultures observed, uncrossed axons crossedover 
the clusters (31 out of 82) or showed a mixture of these 
patterns of growth, with most of the fibers avoiding the 
explants and a few crossing the cluster (12 out of 82; see 
Figures 6G and 6H; Table 1). 
Together, the decrease in neurite length and number 
and the increase in the degree of fasciculation indicate 
that chiasm cells exert a specific growth-dampening effect 
on uncrossed fibers from VT retina. Individual cells do not 
elicit divergent behavior in this system, but clusters of cells 
do. Whereas crossed axons grew over clusters, uncrossed 
axons from VT retina avoided clusters, reproducing the 
DehaVior of VT axons toward the chiasmatic midline in 
vivo (Godement et al., 1994). The differential effect of chi- 
asm cells on growth of DT and VT axons supports the 
hypothesis presented in our previous studies: the midline 
contains cues for retinal axon divergence, leading to the 
passage of crossed axons through the midline and the 
turning of uncrossed axons away from the midline (Gode- 
ment et al., 1990, 1994; Marcus et al., 1995). Finally, 
growth cone spreading and turning at the border of chiasm 
cell clusters resemble the divergence of crossed axons 
from uncrossed axons in the midline zone, as VT axons 
course away from the midline and back to the ipsilateral 
optic tract (Godement et al., 1990, 1994; Marcus et al., 
1995). 
Differential Growth Reduction of Uncrossed Axons 
May Be Related to Regional Differences in Axon 
Growth Properties 
In the majority of experiments, DT retina was used as the 
source of crossed fibers in order to avoid the possibility 
of antagonistic interactions between nasal and temporal 
axons, either related to the axons themselves (Raper and 
Grunewald, 1990) or with regard to nasal versus temporal 
growth patterns underlying target recognition (Walter et 
al., 1987b). However, even though growth of DT and VT 
retina on laminin was effusive, qualitative inspection of 
neurite lengths indicated a slight reduction of VT neurites. 
When the distance from the explant edge to the point at 
which at least 10 neurites extended wascomputed, neurite 
lengths from VT retina were indeed shorter than those 
from DT retina by about 10% (p = .17; n = 25; see Figure 
4A). In37explantsexamined,8(21%)alsoshowedslightly 
more fasciculation in the VT sector, especially at the lead- 
ing edge of neurites, as compared with the DT sector. 
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Figure 6. -Retinal Fii Growth with Respect to Clusters of Dissociated Chiasm Cefls 
Retinal neurites were labeled with PKH-26 (A, C, E, and G), and radial glia within clusters were visualized with MAb RC2 (6. 0 
(A and B) DT neurites (crossed axons) grow over clusters. 
(C and D) VT neurites (uncrossed axons) grow past and avoid a loose cluster (C, left). Other axons stop just before the cluster 
(E and F) VT neurites grow past (E, upper), stop short (E, right), or turn away (e, arrow) from the border of a cluster. 
(G and H) Vl neurites display a mixed pattern of growth, with a few neurites crossing (bottom) and the majority of neurites turn 
the clusters. Bar, 100 urn. 
These results raised the possibility that the differences than indicate growth-reducing effects of chi 
between DT and VT axons grown on chiasm cells might cific for uncrossed axons. 
reflect intrinsic differences between dorsal and ventral ax- To distinguish between these alternati 
ons in their ability to extend on a given substrate, rather pared outgrowth of different combinations 
8, F, and H). 
(C, right). 
ing and avo 
iasm cells 
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Figure 7. Single Retinal Neurlte Encounters 
with Clusters 
In pairs of images from the same preparations 
neurites from VT retina and their growth cones 
were labeled with PKH-26 (A, C, E, and G), and 
radial glia in cell clusters were immunostained 
with MAb RC2 (B, D, F, and H). After contacting 
a cluster, VT axons stopped short (A, arrow), 
turnedaway(Cand E), orgrewaround theclus- 
ter (G). In many cases, a stub was seen on 
the proximal neurite (E, arrowhead), possibly 
representing a remnant of the original growth 
cone, as seen in viva (Godement et al 1990 
1994). Bar, 50 Km. 
ventral nasal (DN and VN, respectively) and temporal (DT 
and VT, respectively) axons, on laminin alone and on cells 
of the chiasmatic midline. Growth was evaluated by com- 
paring the growth of neurites in strips of retina incorporat- 
ing different poles of the retina. In general, dorsal retina 
(DT or DN) extended longer neurites on laminin than ven- 
tral retina (VT or VN). Thus, as when outgrowth from DT 
and VT retina was compared, growth from VN retina cul- 
tured on laminin also displayed a 10% reduction in length 
compared with DN retina (p = .02; n = 10; see Figure 
4A). Within dorsal or ventral regions, however, nasal and 
temporal retina grew equally on laminin (e.g., compare 
DN and DT, and VN and VT; p > .05; see Figure 4A). 
On chiasm cells, as on laminin, axon lengths from ven- 
tral retinal ganglion cells (VN and VT) were reduced com- 
pared with those from dorsal (DT or DN) retina (see Figure 
48). Moreover, an additional nasotemporal difference in 
extension was displayed in ventral retina on chiasm cells 
Even though VN and VT retina grew similarly on laminin, 
VT retina, the only region among the four that gives rise 
to uncrossed axons, showed a 20% reduction in length 
of neurites compared with those from VN retina (p < .05; 
n = 18). 
To exclude further the possibility that intrinsic differ- 
ences of VT and DT retina in extension on different sub- 
strates accounts for the decrease in VT axons on chiasm 
cells, neurite lengths of VT and DT retina on laminin were 
normalized before comparison to growth on chiasm cells, 
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Table 1. Patterns of Retinal Axon Growth with Respect to Clusters 
of Chiasm Midline Cells 
Stop at Turn Go Grow 
Retinal Source Edge Away Around Over Combinationa 
DT (n = 58)b 3 0 0 49 6 
VT(n=62) 14 2 23 31 12 
a Some fibers from an individual explant avoided, and others grew 
over the cluster. 
’ n = the number clusters of chiasm midline cells encountered by 
retinal neurites. Only one retinal explant was placed in a single culture 
well, but the data include encounters of more than one cluster by 
neurites from a single explant. 
and the difference between DT and VT retina was com- 
pared. The reduction of DT axons on chiasm cells com- 
pared with DT neurites on laminin was about lo%, and 
the reduction of VT axons on chiasm ceils compared with 
VT axons on laminin was 28%. Using the x2 test, these 
differences in growth reduction on chiasm cells and on 
laminin between the two retinal regions are significant 
(p < .Ol). Therefore, although outgrowth from ventral ret- 
ina on either laminin or chiasm cells was less than the 
growth of dorsal retinal axons, this disparity is not sufficient 
to explain the differential growth reduction of VT retina on 
chiasm cells. The observation that, on chiasm cells, VT 
retina extends significantly shorter neurites compared 
with the growth of neurites from any of the other poles of 
the retina supports the conclusion that the cells of the 
chiasmatic midline are least supportive to the growth of 
uncrossed neurites from VT retina. 
The Effects of Chiasm Ceils on Retinal Neurite 
Outgrowth Are Specific to the 
Chiasmatic Midline 
To investigate whether the differential growth reduction 
effects on VT retina are specific to the chiasmatic midline, 
cells dissociated from the lateral region of the chiasm, 
defined by the site of optic nerve entry and lateral to the 
midline glial palisade, or from the diencephalon overlying 
the chiasm were plated at the same density that induced 
differential growth from VT and DT retinal neurites. Cul- 
tures of the lateral region of the chiasm contained dis- 
persed ceils, with few RC2- and SSEA-l-positive cells. 
Cultures of diencephalon contained many RCZ-positive 
cells but few cell clusters and few SSEA-l-positive cells. 
In cocultures of retina and cells from the region lateral 
to the palisade (n = 9; data not shown) and from the dien- 
cephalon (n = 20), the differential effects on VT and DT 
neurite growth elicited by chiasm cells were not observed. 
Neurite lengths were similar for VT and DT retina (p > .05; 
Figures 8 and 9). To compare the responses of axons from 
ventral retina more directly, we cocultured strips of VN 
and VT retina on diencephalon cells (n = 19). Neurite 
lengths were again equal (p > -05; Figure 88). As on lami- 
nin and chiasm cells, some degree of fasciculation also 
occurred in retinal neurites on diencephalon cells. How- 
ever, in contrast to the preferential and extensive fascicu- 
lation of VT axons on chiasm cells (50% of all explants 
examined), only 4 out of 19 explants (21%) showed more 
fasciculation of VT than VN neurites, similar to the re- 
sponse to a laminin substrate, and the fasiculation was 
not extensive. We also qualitatively compared VT and DT 
or VN axons with regard to neurite number. Among 9 ex- 
plants on cells of the lateral region of chiasm, 7 showed 
equal neurite numbers extending from VT and DT retina, 
B Diencephalon Cells 
DTNT VNNT 
n=20 n=19 
Figure 6. Cells of the Diencephalon Do Not Elicit Differential Growth of VT and DT Neurites 
(A) When retinal strips were added to cells dissociated from the diencephalon overlying the chiasm and plated at 15,000 cells/mm*, neurites from 
DT and VT retina were relatively equal in length. Retinal explants were labeled with PKH-26. Bar, 100 urn. 
(6) The differential growth of VT (uncrossed) and DT or VN (crossed) axons elicited on chiasm cells is not observed on diencephalic cells. 
Measurements of retinal neurite length were performed as in Figure 4. 
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and only 2 showed fewer neurites from VT retina than DT 
retina. Among 19 explants on diencephalon cells, only 5 
(26%) showed VT retina extending fewer axons than VN 
retina, in contrast to 64% of VT retina having fewer neu- 
rites on chiasm cells. Therefore, the differential growth 
reduction of VT retina is specifically elicted by cells of the 
optic chiasm. Together, these data suggest that factors 
which lead to differential growth from regions of retina 
giving rise to crossed and uncrossed axons, here consid- 
ered to mirror the factors producing retinal axon diver- 
gence, appear to be specifically related to cells of the chi- 
asmatic midline’(Figure 9). 
Discussion 
Ceils of the Chiasmatic Midline Instigate Differential 
Growth of Crossed and Uncrossed Retinal Axons 
In this study, the effect of cells from the’chiasmatic midline 
on retinal axon growth was analyzed in an in vitro model 
system. Cultures of dissociated cells contained the glia, 
neurons, and other specialized cells known to reside in 
the chiasm. These cells elicited differential growth from 
retinal regions giving rise to crossed and uncrossed fibers, 
with uncrossed axons from VT retina growing less well 
than axons from DT, DN, or VN retina. Moreover, VT axons 
avoided clusters of neurons and glia, whereas crossed 
axons grew over these clusters. The differential response 
of VT axons to these cells, but not to the chiasm region 
adjacent to the midline zone or the diencephalon above the 
chiasm, supports the hypothesis that chiasmatic midline 
cells contain cues for divergence of retinal fibers (Gode- 
ment et al., 1994; Marcus et al., 1995), and that the two 
populations of retinal ganglion cells respond differentially 
to these cues (see Figure 9). The present results suggest 
that the chiasm cells direct divergence by being less sup- 
portive of the extension of uncrossed fibers. 
By at least two measures of the extent of neurite out- 
growth (numbers and lengths), chiasm cells have a spe- 
cific adverse effect on uncrossed axons from VT retina 
compared with crossed axons from DT or DN retina. In 
addition, chiasm cells enhanced fasciculation of un- 
crossed axons. In vivo, fasciculation, or elongation of ax- 
ons directly upon the surfaces of preexisting axons, is 
thought to facilitate the development of axonal pathways 
(reviewed in Dodd and Jessell, 1988). In the present study, 
increased fasciculation is considered as evidence of the 
preference of retinal axons for growth on other axons, 
rather than on other cells and molecules in their path, as 
demonstrated previously in vitro (Rutishauser and Edel- 
man, 1980; Chang et al., 1987; Lemmon et al., 1992; 
Felsenfeld et al., 1994). 
Crossed and uncrossed axons displayed a striking dif- 
ferential response to clusters of chiasm cells, with nearly 
all DT axons crossing the clusters, and VT axons avoiding 
the clusters about half of the time. One explanation for 
the mixed response on the part of VT axons is that at about 
El 6 a crossed projection develops from VT retina, passing 
through the chiasm at E16-E17, with the crossed axons 
mingling with uncrossed axons (Godement et al., 1987a, 
Chiasm 
cells 
Dience- 
phalon 
cells 
figure 9. Summary Diagram of Retinal Axon Growth Patterns on Lam- 
inin and on Cells from the Chiasmatic Midline or the Diencephalon 
The pattern of growth of retinal neurites is shown relative to growth 
on laminin. Thicker lines represent extensive fasciculation. On laminm, 
numerous fine axons grow out from retinal explants, either singly or 
in small bundles, with dorsal retina extending somewhat further than 
ventral retina. Axons from VN and VT retina grow equally well. Cells 
of the chiasmatic midline reduce the numbers and the lengths of all 
retinal axons compared with growth on laminin. Furthermore, un- 
crossed axons from VT retina grow less well (shorter, fewer, and more 
fasciculated) compared with growth of crossed axons from DT or VN 
retina. This differential effect on VT neurites is specific to cells of the 
chiasmatic midline, since retinal neurites from VT and DT retina grow 
to similar extents on cells of the diencephalon. 
1990; Colello and Guillery, 1990; Sretavan, 1990; for fer- 
ret, see Baker and Reese, 1993). Thus, some of the fibers 
that cross over clusters might be the axons from VT retina 
normally destined to cross the midline. Fibers projecting 
to ipsilateral targets might fasciculate with the crossing 
fibers from VT retina, and thereby be able to transgress 
the clusters. An additional explanation for the partial re- 
sponse of crossing on clusters is that inhibitory cues would 
not be as concentrated in the clusters, as they would be 
from the midline zone in the intact brain. 
The hypothesis that the process of divergence of retinal 
axons to both sides of the brain is directed by factors in 
the chiasmatic midline was tested by Wizenmann et al. 
(1993) with the “stripe assay” developed by Bonhoeffer 
and colleagues to demonstrate preference of retinal axons 
for different regions of the target tectum (Walter et al., 
1987a, 1987b). Temporal but not nasal retinal axons from 
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rat avoid chiasm membranes. While the present culture 
analyses show that retinal axons can grow on midline cells 
under conditions where there is no choice, they indicate 
that VT axons grow less well. Thus, the data from both 
approaches are in agreement with each other and with 
other reports indicating position-specific properties along 
the nasotemporal axis (Walter et al., 1987a, 1987b; 
McLoon, 1991; Baier and Bonhoeffer, 1992). One appar- 
ent difference, however, is the dissonance of the develop- 
mental times at which the effect of chiasm membranes is 
seen: only uncrossed axons from E17-El8 retina avoid 
membranes from E14-El5chiasm, whereas in mouse this 
effect is seen with retina and chiasm both taken at E14- 
El5 Our results extend the findings of Wizenmann et al. 
(1993) in that they demonstrate selective growth reduction 
of uncrossed axons by living chiasm cells, whose identity 
is known and whose arrangements are representative of 
the cell configurations in vivo. 
Which Cells Present Relevant Cues for Divergence? 
The present study demonstrates that cells of the midline of 
the optic chiasm, when cocultured with explants of retina, 
elicit a differential growth response from crossed and un- 
crossed fibers, Prominent among these cells, both in vivo 
and in vitro, are RCPpositive radial glia, supporting the 
hypothesis that the radial glia at the chiasmatic midline 
present cues for retinal axon divergence (Marcus et al., 
1995; Marcus and Mason, 1995). The presence of special- 
ized radial glia at the chiasmatic midline adds to the grow- 
ing body of evidence that immature glia direct neurite 
growth at the midline along the neuraxis of a number of 
species (e.g., Bovolenta and Dodd, 1990; Snow et al., 
1990; Kllmbt and Goodman, 1991; Bernhardt et al., 1992; 
Jhaveri, 1994) and at the entry to and within target regions 
(Vanselow et al., 1989; Johnston and Gooday, 1991; Nor- 
ris and Kalil, 1991). Indeed, at the chiasm and optic nerve- 
chiasm juncture of a number of other species, a transition 
zone of glial organization marks the site of fiber divergence 
or rearrangement (Guillery and Walsh, 1987; Colello and 
Guillery, 1992; Jeffery and Harman, 1992; Reese et al., 
1994; Taylor and Guillery, 1994). 
In spite of this evidence, a puzzling result was that glial 
cells, either a purified monolayer or when positioned singly 
within cultures of mixed chiasmatic cells, did not signal 
inhibition of uncrossed axons and support growth of 
crossed axons. One explanation is that glia may in fact 
direct divergence but require specific cell-cell interactions 
to produce the necessary signaling molecules. In support 
of this hypothesis is the observation that the shape of radial 
glia, and putatively the molecules they produce, is main- 
tained only in the mixed neuron-glia clusters and not when 
they are in isolation (also see Wang et al., 1994). In con- 
trast to the individual glial cells, clusters of mixed chias- 
matic neurons and glia elicited differential growth of 
crossed and uncrossed fibers, as indicated in fixed cul- 
tures. Preliminary studies with time-lapse recordings of 
growth cones encountering clusters reiterated this view 
of fixed cultures. DT axons readily grew over clusters, 
either as single fibers or as fasciculated bundles (data not 
shown). In contrast, axons from VT retina showed multiple 
episodes of collapse and retraction, with very few fibers 
crossing over and the majority stopping short of the cluster 
(data not shown). Studies are in progress using this ap- 
proach and postvideo immunostaining to determine which 
of the cells in the cluster induce positive and negative 
behaviors of retinal growth cones. 
The neurons in the presumptive chiasm have been im- 
plicated in playing a role in the establishment of the earliest 
pathways to retinal targets (Sretavan et al., 1994, 1995; 
Marcus and Mason, 1995). At El 2-E14, these cells form 
an arrowhead (inverted V)-shaped phalange intersecting 
RCP-positive radial glia at the floor of the diencephalon 
and express MAPP, 8-tubulin, CD44, and SSEA-1. Un- 
crossed axons grow to the side of the neuronal conforma- 
tion directly into the ipsilateral optic tract, and crossed 
axons course along it to traverse the midline. Later during 
the period of divergence of VT axons from the remainder 
of retinal axons (El 5-E17), these cells form a band poste- 
rior to the retinal components of the chiasm and a rostrally 
directed raphe at the midline that bisects the radial glial 
palisade (Marcus et al., 1995). The anatomical view sug- 
gests that early retinal axons use the neuronal cells as a 
template, a hypothesis supported by experiments in which 
injection of antibodies to CD44 perturbed these cells and 
led to a halt in growth of all axons upon entering the chiasm 
(Sretavan et al., 1995). Like the MAP2 neurons in the pres- 
ent experiments, however, cells transfected with CD44 do 
not support growth of any retinal axons. Thus, the neurons 
or individual molecules they express, like the glia, cannot 
alone signal divergent grdwth, but in concert with other 
resident cell types or molecules may provide important 
guidance signals for general ingrowth into the pathway 
and/or for specific signaling to cross or turn back from the 
midline. 
Mechanisms of Retinal Axon Divergence 
The present results support the hypothesis raised by our 
previous analyses of axon growth in the chiasm of the 
intact brain: cues for retinal axon divergence are localized 
at the midline of the optic chiasm (Godement et al., 1990, 
1994; Sretavan and Reichardt, 1993; Wizenmann et al., 
1993; Marcus et al., 1995). The in vitro approach has dem- 
onstrated three features of retinal axon growth when cul- 
tured with cells of the chiasmatic midline: general growth- 
dampening effects on all retinal axons, specific growth 
reduction of uncrossed or VT retinal fibers, and retinotopic 
differences in neurite extension. Only the first and second 
effects may pertain to retinal axon divergence. 
The midline could contain factors that are unsupportive 
to all retinal axons. The ability to cross through this inhibi- 
tory region would depend on a differential threshold in 
crossed and uncrossed axons (or axons from different reti- 
nal regions) for detection of such nonpermissive cues. 
That all axons find the midline zone unsupportive is borne 
out by the video time-lapse documentaries of axon growth 
at the midline; all axons pause in the midline zone before 
crossing or turning away (Godement et al., 1994). Pausing 
may relate to sensing a change in substrates of a similar 
nature (Burden-Gulley et al., 1995) or this behavior may 
reflect detection of a less permissive environment com- 
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pared with the region lateral to the glial palisade. The pres- 
ence of general growthdampening cues in a decision re- 
gion may be a first step in preparing axons to respond to 
other cues. Events such as defasciculation or alteration of 
surface receptors and other molecular components would 
then render axons sensitive to more specific cues mediat- 
ing divergence (see Stoeckli and Landmesser, 1995). 
In addition to a general growth-dampening effect, chias- 
matic midline cells elicit differential growth of retinal fibers, 
specifically implicating inhibitory cue(s) for uncrossed fi- 
bers and permissive cue(s) for crossed fibers (Godement 
et al., 1990, 1994; Marcus et al., 1995). Potential candi- 
dates for this type of signaling are growth-inhibiting mole- 
cules such as the semaphorins/collapsins (Kolodkin et al., 
1993; Piischel et al., 1995; Luo et al., 1995), which would 
comprise specifically negative cues to uncrossed axons, 
in combination with growth-promoting (nolecules such as 
the netrins (Serafini et al., 1994), which would selectively 
promote crossed axon growth across the midline. The ne- 
trins could also function as a “dual” cue, inhibitory to un- 
crossed axons and tropic or supportive to crossed axons 
(Colamarino and Tessier-Lavigne, 1995). Likewise, two re- 
lated extracellular matrix molecules such as fibronectin 
and laminin (Kuhn et al., 1995) could have opposing ef- 
fects on the two axon populations. 
An unexpected finding of the present analysis was that 
axons from the four major retinotopic regions have varying 
capacities for extension on a laminin substrate, with dorsal 
retina growing better than ventral retina, and to an addi- 
tional degree on chiasm cells, with VN retina growing bet- 
ter than VT retina. The dorsal-ventral differences in 
growth on laminin and on chiasm cells seen in the present 
study, and noted previously (Godement and Bonhoeffer, 
1989), could be explained by differential expression of lam- 
inin receptors (or related molecules) in dorsal retina (e.g., 
Rabacchi et al., 1990). The graded distribution of receptors 
to extracellular matrix components or other molecules in 
different retinotopic coordinates (for review, see Holt and 
Harris, 1993; Kaprielian and Patterson, 1994; also see 
Hatini et al., 1994; Serafini et al., 1994; Savitt et al., 1995) 
was originally conceptualized by Sperry (1963) and later 
elaborated by Bbnhoeffer and colleagues (Baier and Bon- 
hoeffer, 1992; Gierer and Muller, 1995) to mediate axon 
interactions with targets. Such differential distribution of 
receptors across the retina could also underlie resorting 
of retinal axons within the chiasm (Guillery et al., 1995). 
However, at present it is not clear whether such a system of 
retinotopically related growth properties pertains to axon 
divergence at the midline. 
In conclusion, by characterizing the types of neurite and 
growth cone responses in this culture system based on 
living cells of the chiasm midline, it should now be possible 
to identify the molecules and their sources that direct reti- 
nal axon divergence. 
Experimental Procedures 
C57/BL6 mice were raised in a timed pregnancy colony in our labora- 
tory, with original stock from Jackson Laboratories. Embryonic age 
was determined by appearance of a vaginal plug (EO) and measure- 
ment of crown-rump length (lheiler, 1972). Embryos at El 4X15 were 
retrieved from pregnant mothers anesthetized with ketaminelxylazine 
(50 mglkg and 10 mglkg, respectively). 
Dissociation of Chiasm Cells 
The midline region of the optic chiasm was dissected from each em- 
bryo of a single litter. After removing the meninges, a cut was made 
at 200 pm to either side of the chiasmatic midline and at the bottom 
of the third ventricle, as viewed frontally. The rostra1 border was 
trimmed at the juncture of the optic nerve to the brain and caudal to 
this point about 600-700 pm. The chiasm tissue chunks were collected 
in cold Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM)/FlP medium, 
dissociated into a single-cell suspension with trypsin and collagenase, 
and plated in small-hole (3.5 mm diameter) glass coverslip microwells 
(Baird et al., 1994; Wang et al., 1994), in DMEMlFl2 serum-free me- 
dium supplemented with 1% bovine serum albumin, 5 mgll insulin, 5 
mg/l transferrin, 5 bgll sodium selenite (Sigma medium supplement, 
cat no. l-1664), 20 U/ml penicillin/streptomycin. 
Dissociated chiasm cells were plated on culture surfaces treated 
sequentially with polylysine (100 @g/ml) overnight and laminin (20 pg/ 
ml) for l-3 hr. The combination of the two results in good outgrowth 
(Godement and Bonhoeffer, 1969). Cells were plated at a density of 
15,000 cells/mm2 in a total volume of 15 ~1 of medium. 
For cultures of the lateral chiasm cells, the region 200 vrn lateral 
to the midline region was dissected, making the same cuts with the 
floor of the third ventricle as a guide, as above. For diencephalic cells, 
a strip 100 pm dorsal to the cut at the floor of the third ventricle and 
500 firn lateral to the ventricle was dissected. Cells from both regions 
were dissociated and plated as above. 
Cultures of glia from the chiasmatic midline were prepared as de- 
scribed previously for cerebellar astroglia (Wang et al., 1994). In brief, 
cells were preplated on poly-D-lysine-treated tissue culture dishes, to 
which glia readily adhere, and the remaining neurons were washed 
off with cold serum-free medium. Glia were then maintained in vitro 
for 2 days before retinal strips were added. Cells were weakly RC2- 
positive, primarily flat or bipolar with thick processes, and positioned 
singly or in small groupings. 
Retlnal Explants 
Retinal explants were made from eyes of the same fetuses from which 
chiasm tissuewas taken. Asmallorientingcutwasmadebeforedissec- 
tion, usually at the ventral point of the diamond-shaped opening of 
the eye cup formed by the pigment epithelium. The eye was then 
dissected, and the whole retina was isolated and flattened. A strip 
(250 pm wide) of retina was cut at 7:00 and 1 l:OO, which incorporated 
the periphery of VT and DT retina. To obtain other strips incorporating 
VT and VN retina, VN and DN retina, and DN and DT retina. cuts were 
made at 4:00 and 6:00, at 1:00 and 5:00, and at 10:00 and 2:00, 
respectively. All retinal explants were taken from the peripheral retina. 
These coordinates were used for the right eye, and mirror-image coor- 
dinates were used for the left eye. 
Retinal explants were plated on both laminin alone and on dissoci- 
ated cells, with the ganglion cell side down, in serum-free DMEMlFl2 
medium with 0.4% methylcellulose (Sigma), the latter added to ensure 
adhesion of the retina to the substrate. In most cases, retinal explants 
were added lo the culture well before adding chiasm cells, to obtain 
better adhesion of the explant to the culture substrate, but in other 
experiments, chiasm cells were plated 1-2 hr before adding explants. 
Both methods produced similar extents of neurite outgrowth. In some 
cases, explants were labeled with a red fluorescent dye, PKH-26 
(Sigma; 1 - 10.’ M), following procedures previously described (Gao 
et al., 1992). In a few experiments, retinal explants were stained by 
adding a small crystal of Dil (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) to the 
living retina after plating or to the fixed retina after fixation. For retinal 
strips grown on laminin without chiasm cells, PKH-26 labeling was 
also performed after fixation. 
A total of 66 retinal strips were studied on laminin alone, and 126 
retinal strips were added to chiasm cells. In many analyses, a subset 
of these explants were compared, either to examine explants cultured 
at the same time, when dye labeling of retinal neurites was optimal, 
or when conditions across experiments were similar. In addition, many 
experiments were analyzed by inspection and qualitative parameters. 
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lmmunostaining 
Thecoculturesof chiasmatic midline cells and retina were fixed in 4% 
paraformaldehyde 24-30 hr after coculture began and immunostained 
with the following markers: for radial glia. MAb RC2 (1:2 dilution; origi- 
nally a gifi of Drs. J.-P. Misson and V. Caviness and subsequently 
produced by clones provided by Dr. M. Yamamoto and maintained in 
Dr. T. Jsssell’s laboratory); for neurons, neuron-specific enolase 
(1:500; Polysciences), intermediate filament proteins (NF-H [I :iOO] 
and a MAb against a-internexin [undiluted]; both gifts of Dr. Ft. Liem, 
Columbia University), and MAP2 (1 :lOOO, ICN ImmunoBiologicals); 
lor specialized midline cells, a MAb that recognizes SSEA-1 (1:2 dilu- 
tion; giff of Dr. J. Dodd, Columbia University); for microglia, F4160 
(1:lO; Serotec). lmmunocytochemistry was carried out generally fol- 
lowing theproceduresof Marcus et al. (1995). All labeling and immuno- 
staining were observed and photographed with a Nikon Optiphot or 
Zeiss Axiophot microscope. 
Video Microscopy 
Retinal explants were cocultured with dissociated chiasm cells as de- 
scribedabove, except that chiasm cells were plated at a lower density 
(3000 cells/mm2) so that individual cells were distinguishable. Video 
lime-lapse recordings were made with DIC microscopy and a high 
resolution camera as described in Baird et al. (1992). Cultures were 
incubated overnight and then inspected for imminent encounters of 
individual growth cones of retinal axons. The culture was sealed with 
parafilm and placed on the stage of an inverted Zeiss Axiovert 35 
microscope, maintained at 33%-36OC with a thermostatically driven 
healer. Images were recorded as described (Baird et al., 1992). After 
thelastimagewasobtained, thecoverslipof some cultures wasscored 
with a Leitz diamond scriber that fits into the objective holder, to circle 
thearea that had just been observed. The culture was then fixed with 
4% paraformaldehyde for 30 min and immunostained with antibodies 
RC2 and MAPP, as described above. In at least 19 cultures with retinal 
explantsand 12 cultures without retinal explants, cells were classified 
first by shape when viewed with DIC optics and subsequently corre- 
lated with immunoreactivity. RCP-positve cells positioned alone or in 
small groupings of 2-5 cells included flat cells, “bow-tie” cells with 
large pear-shaped nuclei, and bipolar cells with thick processes. 
MAPP-positive ceils had small perikarya and either short, multiple pro- 
cesses issuing from the cell body or l-2 pm long, thin processes. 
Retinal growth cone behavior upon encountering the chiasm cells 
was analyzed by viewing individual frames acquired directly from the 
optical disc recorder or via stored images in the computer. The images 
were then arranged and printed with NIH Image software and Adobe 
Photoshop. 
Analysis 
In all cases, explants were cut at the periphery, with the “midline” 
perpendicular to the long axis of the explant marking the dividing line 
behveen two retinal regions. During the analysis, explants weredivided 
into thirds, such that one of the end thirds included one population 
exclusively (e.g., VT retina) and the other the comparison population 
(e.g., DT retina). The middle third was thought to contain a mixture 
of two populations and was not included in the measurements. In most 
cases, explants were drawn with a camera lucida or photographed. 
Because of the inherent difficulties in quantitating the number of 
axons and the length of axon outgrowth, as well as degree of fascicula- 
tion, several methods were used to analyze the growth of retinal axons 
on laminin or dissociated cells. First, in the end thirds of the explant, 
the distance from the explant edge to the point at which at least 10 
neurites extended was measured. This method was used because it 
gave a value for a population of neurites from each sector of retina 
rather than simply reflecting the longest and best labeled neurites. In 
some cases, neurite length was tabulated from the end thirds of the 
explants with the IMAGE-1 image analysis system (Universal Imaging 
Corporation), averaged, and plotted as in Figure 3C. This method was 
used only when little fasciculation occurred and individual fibers could 
be followed. The data from at least three separate experiments were 
compared within each category using the unpaired Student’s t test 
(Statisticssoftware, Blackwell Scientific Publications) as shown in Fig- 
ures 3, 4, and 8. We quantified the neurite numbers by the same 
method. As in many previous studies on fasciculation (e.g., Rutis- 
hauser and Edelman, 1980; Lemmon et al., 1992), we found that it 
was difficult to quantitate fasciculation and, because of fasciculation, 
neurite numbers. Thus, a qualitative assessment was aiso made with 
regard to the degree of fasciculation, as well as neurite numbers and 
lengths, by inspection. The differences between VT retina and other 
retinal regions were easy to detect by eye. In each strip explant, the 
comparison between each of the end sectors gave a relative extent 
of axon growth for each explant. 
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